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 Chapter 8: Physical Movement & Travel 

1. stand 

2. fall 

3. slip, slide 

4. lie down 

5. jump 

6. get up 

7. dance 

8. kneel, Protestant 

9. drown 

10. climb 

11. sit 

12. chair, seat 

13. restless 

14. restless 

15. maybe, perhaps 

16. walk 

17. walk 

18. walk 

19. run 

20. escape, flee, get away, run away 

21. march, parade, precession 

22. kick 

23. awkward, clumsy 

24. pass 

25. follow 

26. chase 

27. commute, back and forth 

28. leave, depart, outside 

29. leave, depart 

30. take off, leave in a hurry, split 

31. leave, abandon, neglect 

32. arrive, reach, get to 

33. hurry 

34. travel, trip, tour, journey 

35. vacation, holiday, time off, retire 

36. visit 

37. luggage, bag 

38. car, drive 

39. drive to 

40. lead, guide 

41. ride 

42. get in 

43. get out, get off 

44. crash, accident 

45. flat tire, deflate 

46. gas, fuel 

47. bicycle 

48. traffic 

49. bumper to bumper traffic, bad traffic 

50. train 

51. fly 

52. airplane 

53. pilot 

54. motorcycle 

55. boat 

56. helicopter 

57. highway, expressway, freeway 

58. way, path, street 

59. park 

60. garage 
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Iconic vs. Arbitrary Signs
Iconic Sign

a sign that resembles the meaning of the 

concept. It looks like what it means.
Examples:

DRINK, WRITE, DRIVE, COUGH

Arbitrary Sign

a sign that DOES NOT

resemble the meaning or concept.
Examples:

MOTHER, PRINCIPAL, GIRL, SCHOOL



Noun / Verb Rule

(Also called Noun-Verb Pairs)

Many signs follow

this rule:

Signed ONCE = Verb

Signed TWICE = Noun

Examples:

• GROW vs. PLANT

• SIT vs. CHAIR



Adverbs / Adjectives
There are many signs which can 

function as adverbs and adjectives

Examples:

BIG, FAST, YELLOW, SLOW

NOTE: Many Facial Expressions and 

NMM can also function as adverbs 

and adjectives!

Examples:

“puffed cheeks” = very          

“tongue out” = carelessly



Name Signs
Given to you by a Deaf person

Descriptive:
• More personalized to the individuals 

because the sign usually indicates 

some distinctive physical feature.

• Can also be assigned based upon 

unique characteristics such as 

employment, characteristics of body 

movement, or personal tendencies. 

Arbitrary:
• made up of common signs

• typically using the first letter

• are not necessarily

“personalized” 



Sentence Structure:
ASL has a few ways of constructing a sentence

One frequently used way is called 

Topicalization
• The subject or topic is signed at the beginning of 

the sentence followed by a comment about it

• Sometimes referred to as:

• Topic - Comment

• Subject - Predicate

• It is the most basic

sentence structure

in ASL



Verbs in ASL
Transitive Verb (Directional)

Changing the direction changes the meaning.

Shows information about the subject and object

Examples: HELP, LOOK, FLY

Intransitive Verb (Non-Directional)

Does NOT show information about 

the subject and object

Examples: EAT, READ, TALK



Role Shifting:
Role Shifting is an important aspect of ASL 

grammar, and conveys the following:

• It allows the narrator to “speak” 

from a character’s perspective

• It differentiates between 

characters in a story or message

• Gives context to a quoted phrase 

or passage of a visual interaction

• Eliminates redundancy of

“He said.../She said…” dialogue.



Role Shifting Aspects:
• Body shifting: characters are designated into a set location 

(right/left/center/up/down) and remain there consistently.

• Eye gaze = this establishes referents in space (right/left, 

up/down, two equals)… eye gaze depends on the subjects 

considered and the actions taking place (ie-

teacher/student, cop/motorist, etc.

• Facial expressions = emotions of the characters can and 

should be conveyed for clarity (ie- anger, surprise, joy, etc.)

• Character traits/mannerisms = one must also consider the 

physical mannerisms of the character (ie- prissy woman, 

pouting child, elderly man, animal, etc.)

• Non-verbal behaviors = includes those simultaneous actions 

that the character is also engaged in (ie- dog barking, 

chewing food, etc.)
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